RuggedMesh™ gives the best of both worlds - the flexibility of a
self draining mesh cover combined with the durability of a solid cover.
Available Colors:

RuggedMesh pool covers weigh 50% less than a typical solid safety cover
and the special weave allows water to drain from the surface while
filtering out finer particles. RuggedMesh covers will block more sunlight
and offer greater strength than standard mesh covers.
The result – RuggedMesh - Cleaner water – Less maintenance

Available Colors: Green | Blue | Gray | Mocha

Features

A dvantages

Stainless steel buckles and aluminum tips

• Won’t rust or stain your pool decking

6 oz. per square yard*

• Greater tear and tensile strength than other mesh covers
• Easier to handle than heavy solid covers
• Suitable for pools up to 2,500 square feet

45% stronger webbing and white polyester bonded marine thread

• Greater durability
• Resistant to UV damage
• Longer lifespan

Blocks 99% of sun’s rays

• Reduces UV damage to pool
• Reduces evaporation

Stainless steel wall anchors

• Won’t stain rock walls like others made of lead or zinc
• Exceptional strength and longevity
• Keeps cover taut and safer longer

Stainless steel springs and solid brass anchors

• Exceptional strength and longevity
• Keeps cover taut and safer longer
• 100% made in the U.S.A. - No imports
• No unverified chemicals
• No cracking or snapping off at the head

PolyGuard (as recommended)

• Keeps leaves and debris from sneaking under tiny gaps around raised walls,
curved edges and extrusions

Patented, spring-loaded, pop-up anchor (optional)

• The only single twist open and close anchor on the market
• Flush to surface when closed
• Keeps your pool aesthetically pleasing during pool season
• Keep covers taut even in planted landscape areas
• 100% made in the U.S.A.

*RuggedMesh covers may need light winter maintenance to keep cover clear of leaves and debris. In rare occasions, larger covers may experience slow-draining water resulting in short-term ponding while finer particles are filtered out.
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Others can claim it. Meyco owns it.

Restoration and Repair

Custom Design

Our Restoration Center’s thorough restoration process includes a
detailed inspection and complete review of cover “trouble spots.”
Meyco’s restoration team repairs areas of wear and tear so that
your Meyco cover returns home as good as new or recommends
a new Meyco cover to protect your family and your backyard
masterpiece.

Others may claim it, but in 1957, Fred J. Meyer, Jr., the founder of
Meyco Products, invented the safety pool cover. In 1960, he was
awarded a U.S. patent for his groundbreaking design. With more than
55 years of innovation under our belts, you can have confidence that
a Meyco cover will out-perform the competition, every time.

Meyco’s in-house design engineers can tailor a cover for even your
most unique poolscapes. Raised walls, elevated spas, vanishing
edges, secret grottos, in-pool fountains – even multi-level pools are
protected with Meyco covers. Plus, our patented PolyGuard custom
fit means no gapping, no messy ropes or pillows, no wrinkles and no
unsightly water bags.

12-Year Warranty

Our consistent manufacturing processes mean your Meyco pool
cover will fit perfectly and last over the long haul. That’s why we offer
one of the most generous warranties in the industry. Every Meyco
cover is backed by a 12-year warranty. Our covers are built tough
and last long.

If your Meyco cover just needs a little TLC, we’ll send a Meyco
Restoration Kit straight to your front door (or your Meyco dealer’s
front door). Your Restoration Kit includes a return-ship box for
easy packaging, all labels, plus a handy set of cover folding
guidelines.

And when it’s time to retire your Meyco cover, restoring your
pool’s safety and protection is simple. Your original Meyco cover
design is safely on file. We’ll create a new cover that fits as
perfectly as the original.

Tested and Proven

Keeping your family safe between swim seasons is Meyco’s top
priority. Today’s Meyco covers are designed with research that
spans decades of testing and improvements. With five U.S. patents under our belts, Meyco safety pool covers exceed all ASTM
standards for safety. With Meyco, you can have peace of mind
knowing you’ve chosen a cover that’s been tested and proven by
stringent standards designed to keep your family safe and your
pool secure.
US Patent Nos. #2,958,872 • #3,042,161 • #4,497,152 • #5,025,513 • #6,886,187 - 99% Shade • #7490389

Learn more about ASTM safety
standards and up-to-date procedures
you can take to make sure your cover
can still be considered a safety cover.

Manual Safety Cover In accordance with ASTM F 1346-2004
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